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Abstract

Political parties often mobilise issues that can improve their electoral fortunes by
splitting existing coalitions. We argue that by adopting a distinctively adversarial stance,
radical right-wing parties have increasingly politicised climate change policies as a wedge
issue. This strategy challenges the mainstream party consensus and seeks to mobilise voter
concerns over green initiatives. Relying on state-of-the-art multilingual large language
models, we empirically examine nearly half a million press releases from 76 political parties
across nine European democracies to support this argument. Our findings demonstrate
that the radical right’s oppositional climate policy rhetoric diverges significantly from the
mainstream consensus. Survey data further reveals climate policy scepticism among voters
across the political spectrum, highlighting the mobilising potential of climate policies as
a wedge issue. This research advances our understanding of issue competition and the
politicisation of climate change.
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1 Introduction

Challenger parties, such as radical right and green parties, are typically ‘issue entrepreneurs’

that seek to politicise new issues to expand their voting appeal (Meguid  2005 ; Adams et al.  2006 ;

Abou-Chadi  2016 ; De Vries and Hobolt  2020 ). This strategy is particularly successful when

they politicise so-called ‘wedge issues’ – issues that cut across party lines and threaten to

spark intra-party or intra-coalition divisions (Jeong et al.  2011 ; Hillygus and Shields  2009 ;

van de Wardt, De Vries, and Hobolt  2014 ; Hobolt and De Vries  2015 ; Heinkelmann-Wild et

al.  2020 ; Haas et al.  2023 ). Prime examples of wedge issue competition include the mobilisation

of immigration by the radical right (Green-Pedersen  2019 ; Gessler and Hunger  2022 ; Hutter

and Kriesi  2022 ; Meijers and Veer  2019 ) and the mobilisation of the environmental issue by

green parties (Spoon  2011 ; Spoon, Hobolt, and De Vries  2014 ; Grant and Tilley  2019 ). Yet,

despite important scholarly contributions, the ways in which challenger parties adopt new wedge

issues to broaden their electoral appeal in the context of dynamic issue entrepreneurship is less

explored.

In this paper, we document the politicisation of climate change policies by radical right-

wing parties across Europe. We examine the extent to which these parties leverage climate

change policies to expand their appeal by adopting an adversarial position on related green

policy initiatives. Moreover, we present evidence that suggests that climate change and the

right’s new-found emphasis on the issue has all the hallmarks of a classic wedge issue. Namely,

that mainstream political parties are largely in agreement that even costly climate policies are

necessary, while a proportion of voters across the political spectrum remain sceptical of the

costs involved with reducing carbon emissions and fossil fuel dependence. We argue that the

radical right in Europe has shifted its strategy from largely ignoring the climate policy issue

to politicising climate change as a potential wedge issue by taking advantage of the broad

consensus among mainstream parties and a growing disquiet among some voters.

To test this argument, we leverage a unique dataset of party press releases from 76 political

parties across nine Western European countries that span the years from 2010 to 2023. This

dataset builds on and expands the PartyPress dataset created by Erfort, Stoetzer, and Klüver

( 2023 ) which includes nearly 400,000 full press releases – over 50,000 of which are from radical

right-wing parties. The distinct advantage of the party press releases is that they allow for
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capturing party issue competition unfiltered by institutional constraints. Additionally, the

press releases capture the dynamic attention and issue positions of parties over time rather

than solely during election periods as with party manifestos.

Our analysis draws on recent advances in deep learning and computational methods to

descriptively analyse the press releases. We train, validate and make public two multilingual

large language models (LLMs), one of which classifies party press releases (or similar political

content) according to the 21 issue categories defined by the Comparative Agendas Project

(CAP) ( CAP  2023 ), and the other of which is a generative model that summarises the primary

policy objectives in a given press releases and identifies the party’s position on the policy.

We use these models to analyse the press releases and ultimately to measure party salience

and party positions on climate change related policies. Our findings illustrate that radical

right parties are not only emphasising climate change related issues more than they did in the

past, but that their positions on climate change policies have significantly diverged from the

mainstream pro-climate change consensus adopted by other party families.

Further, we examine the mobilising potential of this ‘climate policy sceptic’ strategy among

voters, leveraging high-quality survey data from the countries studied throughout the analysis.

We find that nearly every mainstream party family has significant proportions of voters who

express scepticism of climate policies, thus positioning climate policy as a true wedge issue that

does not align neatly with the left-right party divide (Kriesi et al.  2006 ; De Vries and Hobolt

 2020 ). Narrowing the focus to the British and German context, we show that the radical right

gets the vast majority of its support from climate policy sceptics, with only small minorities

of its coalition in support of costly climate policies. Finally, we analyse panel data from the

British case to show that a significant proportion of the radical right’s support in 2023 comes

from climate sceptics who supported the Conservative Party in 2020, which further highlights

the mobilising potential of this strategy.

Our paper thus contributes to the literature on party competition by illustrating the po-

tential for parties to engage in wedge issue mobilisation through the adoption of an adversarial

position when widespread consensus exists across mainstream parties on an issue. Furthermore,

our study demonstrates the dynamic nature of wedge issue competition, where challenger par-

ties seek to expand their appeal by mobilising new wedge issues. The findings also have wider
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implications for the literature on responses to climate change as they point to a future of grow-

ing politicisation of the issue, as the policies to tackle climate change come at an increasing cost

to voters and the radical right seizes the opportunity to mobilise opposition to these policies

for electoral gain.

2 Wedge Issue Competition and Climate Change

It is well-established that parties can increase their appeal to voters by drawing attention

to issues on which they are seen as particularly competent (issue ownership strategy) or by

emphasising issues that have otherwise received limited attention by existing coalitions (issue

entrepreneurship) (Riker  1986 ; Budge and Farlie  1983 ; Petrocik  1996 ; Green-Pedersen  2007 ;

Green-Pedersen and Mortensen  2015 ; Green-Pedersen  2019 ; De Vries and Hobolt  2020 ). By

strategically emphasising an issue, political parties can increase its salience, inducing voters to

weigh the issue more heavily in their electoral calculus, all while reducing the salience of issues

that are less favourable to the party (Bélanger and Meguid  2008 ; Hobolt and De Vries  2015 ).

Challenger parties, in particular, often seek to mobilise so-called ‘wedge issues’ to broaden

their electoral appeal and to undermine the popularity of their opponents. As Schattschneider

noted more than 60 years ago, “the effort in all political struggles is to exploit cracks in the

opposition while attempting to consolidate one’s own side” (Schattschneider  1960 , pp. 69-70).

A common challenger party strategy is thus to split the opposition using wedge issues in search

of new voters (Jeong et al.  2011 ). There are two key characteristics of wedge issues. First, such

issues cannot easily be subsumed by the dominant dimension of contestation in a party system.

In other words, a representational deficit exists when it comes to the issue or a position on

the issue. Second, a wedge issue has the potential to bring about rifts in party platforms that

can destabilise another party or a coalition of parties. Wedge issues therefore provide political

opportunities for challenger parties, as they exploit divisions within mainstream parties or

coalitions to gain voter support (Jeong et al.  2011 ; van de Wardt, De Vries, and Hobolt  2014 ;

Heinkelmann-Wild et al.  2020 ; Hillygus and Shields  2009 ).

The literature on multi-party competition has shown that challenger parties are more likely

to mobilise wedge issues that can split existing coalitions of parties and partisans (van de Wardt,

De Vries, and Hobolt  2014 ), whereas mainstream parties tend to emphasise issues that they
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own and that are aligned with the dominant economic dimension of contestation (Meguid  2005 ,

 2008 ; De Vries and Hobolt  2020 ). For instance, van de Wardt, De Vries, and Hobolt (  2014 )

demonstrate the challenger parties that have never formed part of government are more likely

to mobilise the wedge issue of European integration. De Vries and Hobolt ( 2020 ) show that

this also applies to other wedge issues, such as the environment and immigration. There are

numerous studies demonstrating that the environment is typically mobilised by green parties

(Kriesi et al.  2006 ; Spoon  2011 ; Spoon, Hobolt, and De Vries  2014 ; Abou-Chadi and Kayser

 2017 ; Farstad  2018 ; Grant and Tilley  2019 ), while immigration has been successfully politicised

by the radical right for decades (Mudde  2007 ; Rydgren  2008 ; Gessler and Hunger  2022 ; Hutter

and Kriesi  2022 ; Meijers and Veer  2019 ).

We build on and expand this literature by examining a specific type of wedge issue com-

petition, namely where a party politicises an issue that is already ‘owned’ by other parties by

adopting a distinct position on the issue. Typically, the literature on issue ownership and issue

competition in Europe has focused on the salience of issues, arguing that parties mobilise issues

through strategic emphasis, thus appearing attentive and increasing the salience of the issue in

the minds of voters (Budge and Farlie  1983 ; Petrocik  1996 ; Green-Pedersen  2019 ). However,

wedge issue competition is about ‘driving a wedge’ between existing coalitions by adopting a

distinct position that appeals to voters, not merely through greater emphasis and attention

(Meguid  2008 ; Jeong et al.  2011 ; Koedam  2022 ). Hence, wedge issue competition is necessarily

about both emphasis and positioning.

In the American context, previous studies have shown that Republicans have historically

adopted an adversarial position on issues aligned with the the dominant economic liberal-

conservative dimension, such as race. US Republicans used race as a wedge issue to split the

Democratic Party, whose supporters were economically liberal but had conflicting preferences

on social issues like race (Riker  1986 ; Miller and Schofield  2003 ; Jeong et al.  2011 ). Similarly,

in a European context, challenger parties have politicised European integration by adopting a

distinctly Eurosceptic position in the face of a mainstream pro-European consensus, appealing

to voters who were also sceptical of further European integration (Hooghe and Marks  2009 ;

Hobolt and De Vries  2015 ; van de Wardt, De Vries, and Hobolt  2014 ; Kriesi  2016 ; Heinkelmann-

Wild et al.  2020 ). Another common adversarial strategy of the radical right is on the issue of
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immigration, where these parties adopted a hard-line policy position on immigration earlier than

most mainstream parties. Indeed, the success of the radical right in recent decades in Europe

has been attributed in large part to its appeal to the anti-immigration sentiment of voters

who are found across the political spectrum (Van der Brug and Fennema  2007 ; Rydgren  2008 ;

Lucassen and Lubbers  2012 ). We argue that a similar adversarial strategy can be successfully

adopted, even when an issue is already ‘owned’ by another party family.

An example of such an issue is the environment and climate change. A quintessential green

party issue, the environment has grown in salience in recent years, in part due to the mobilising

effort of the green party movement, but also due to the increasingly visible threat of climate

change and policies adopted to respond to this threat (Abou-Chadi  2016 ; Crawley, Coffé, and

Chapman  2020 ; McAllister and Oslan  2021 ). The growing policy activity in this area, including

high-profile initiatives such as the European Green deal and domestic carbon reduction policies

that are costly to consumers, has heightened the potential for a public backlash, and thus

presents mobilising opportunities for an adversarial party strategy.

While most of the literature on issue strategies of the radical right has focused on these

parties’ anti-immigration, nationalist or social conservative agenda (Mudde  2007 ; Rydgren  2008 ;

Gessler and Hunger  2022 ; Hutter and Kriesi  2022 ; Meijers and Veer  2019 ), there is a small but

burgeoning literature on the radical right’s position on the environment (Forchtner and Kølvraa

 2015 ; Forchtner  2019 ; Schaller and Carius  2019 ; Forchtner and Lubarda  2022 ; Böhmelt  2021 ;

Huber et al.  2021 ; Schwörer and Fernández-Garćıa  2023 ). For example, Forchtner and Lubarda

( 2022 ) analyse the contributions of far-right Members of the European Parliament (MEPs)

on the issue of climate change and conclude that the radical right MEPs do not generally

deny the existence of anthropogenic climate change, but they are critical of the ways in which

climate change is addressed. Similarly, Schwörer and Fernández-Garćıa ( 2023 ) analyse the

positions of populist radical right-wing parties on climate change using party manifestos from

10 West European countries. The authors find that while these parties are divided, they are

generally less likely to speak out in favour of climate protection than other parties. A number

of these studies have also sought to explain how features of the ideology of the radical right –

such as populism and nationalism – have shaped their position on climate change (Lockwood

 2018 ; Forchtner  2019 ; Böhmelt  2021 ; Kulin, Johansson Sevä, and Dunlap  2021 ; Schwörer and
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Fernández-Garćıa  2023 ). The climate change issue is often considered as part of the cultural

axis of party competition (Hooghe and Marks  2018 ; Kriesi et al.  2006 ), yet policies to combat

climate change also have redistributional consequences (Bolet, Green, and Gonzalez-Eguino

 2023 ), which allows the radical right to mobilise in opposition by appealing both to cultural (e.g.

‘anti-woke’) sentiments as well as concerns about the economic costs of the policy responses.

We aim to contribute to this literature by developing and testing a more general party

competition argument about how challenger parties can strategically leverage climate change as

a wedge issue to expand their voter appeal by pushing back against the mainstream consensus.

Building on the theory of wedge issue competition, we argue that the radical right has recently

adopted a wedge issue strategy and politicised the already salient issue of climate change

by adopting an adversarial position. In line with the wedge issue competition argument, we

stipulate that such a strategy has three essential components: 1) an increase in issue emphasis,

2) an adversarial position distinct from other parties and finally, 3) a mobilising potential, which

is demonstrated by a subset of voters who share the party’s position on the issue and whose

preferences are not already represented by mainstream parties. This argument is thus based

on the following core assumptions. First, we assume that in order for a party to strategically

advance a wedge issue strategy, that party seeks to increase the salience of the issue. Second,

an adversarial wedge issue strategy implies that a party offers a position on the issue that is

distinct from other parties. Third, for this strategy to be successful, there must be a sizable

proportion of the electorate that shares the party’s position on the issue, since a wedge issue

strategy is only advantageous to the extent that it attracts new voters. Finally, a successful

wedge issue strategy should not risk a split among a party’s own base, and hence any adversarial

position should have broad-based support among a party’s existing supporters.

In the remainder of the paper, we demonstrate empirically how radical right-wing parties in

Europe have engaged in such an adversarial wedge issue strategy on the issue of climate change

policies, and how this strategy has the potential to mobilise climate policy sceptic voters who

normally support mainstream parties.
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3 Data and Research Design

We examine the ways in which radical right-wing parties engage with climate change policies by

analysing party press releases circulated directly from the party organisations. Party press re-

leases present an excellent opportunity to further understand policy attention and the positions

of political parties for several reasons. First, party press releases represent the organic atten-

tion and positions of parties without the influence of institutional constraints. Second, press

releases are published throughout the election cycle, allowing for a dynamic understanding of

the evolution of issue competition over time. Other sources of text used in previous studies,

such as parliamentary speeches or party manifestos, are in contrast more limited in capacity to

capture the dynamic and organic dimensions of issue competition realised by relying on party

press releases.

We focus on parties in nine Western European countries, representing countries with a mix

of stronger and weaker and well-established and newer radical right-wing parties. While most

of these countries have a form of proportional representation - making it easier for challenger

parties to compete (De Vries and Hobolt  2020 ) - we also include the UK in our case selection

(and for further analysis) as an example of a majoritarian electoral system. Our cases are

thus broadly representative of Western Europe. Moreover, this selection of cases allows us to

use and extend press release that from the comprehensive PARTYPRESS Database (Erfort,

Stoetzer, and Klüver  2023 ), which includes press releases from 68 political parties in nine

Western European countries, spanning the years from 2010 to 2020. We build on this data by

further extending the collection of the press releases to include 2020-2023 and by collecting press

releases from radical right-wing parties in Spain, Italy and Switzerland. Once combined with the

original PARTYPRESS database, we classify the parties according to party family classifications

made by ParlGov (Döring and Manow  2012 ). The full list of parties and the number of press

releases collected for each party is available in  Appendix D , and we present descriptive statistics

for the 13 radical right-wing parties used throughout the analysis in  Table 1 . 

1
 

1. Replication materials and code can be found at  Dickson and Hobolt ( 2024 ).
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Table 1: Radical right-wing political parties

Country Party Name Party Coverage Press Releases

Austria Alliance for the Future of Austria BZÖ 2019–2022 110

Austria Freedom Party of Austria FPÖ 2010–2022 37,452

Denmark Danish People’s Party DF 2010–2022 636

Denmark New Right NB 2015–2022 494

Germany Alternative for Germany AfD 2013–2022 3,952

Italy Brothers of Italy FdI 2012–2022 1773

Italy League Lega 2018–2022 153

Netherlands Forum for Democracy FVD 2017–2022 135

Netherlands Party for Freedom PVV 2010–2022 2,009

Spain Voice VOX 2020–2022 650

Sweden Sweden Democrats SD 2010–2022 1,191

Switzerland Swiss People’s Party SVP 2010–2022 1,381

UK United Kingdom Independence Party UKIP 2010–2022 2,775

Total 13 — — 52,711

3.1 Salience

The first part of our analysis focuses on the salience aspect of wedge issue competition. We

seek to understand the degree to which climate change has increased in salience for radical

right-wing parties. For this, we measure the amount of attention devoted to climate-related

issues in the parties’ press releases. To measure attention, we classified each of the press releases

according to the primary issues they addressed. This presented a specific challenge as there is

no common language among the European countries we study. We therefore relied on a pre-

trained multilingual large language model, which we fine-tuned to predict the corresponding

issue of each press release.

Our base language model was a BERT multilingual model based on the transformers archi-

tecture (  Devlin et al.  2019 ). We then fine-tuned the model on over 100k previously-annotated

political documents in each of the languages of the parties in our analysis. This consider-

able undertaking would not have been possible without the public availability of annotated
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documents provided by the Comparative Agendas Project ( CAP  2023 ). 

2
 We therefore take a

transfer-learning approach (Laurer et al.  2023 ) by first training our model on the annotated

documents from the Comparative Agendas Project, which includes bills, laws, newspaper ar-

ticles and other political documents that have been previously annotated according to the 21

issue categories, and then using the trained model for inference on the party press releases. Our

classification scheme therefore follows the issue categories defined by the Comparative Agendas

Project ( CAP  2023 ), which are intended to capture the various agendas of political actors.  

3
 

Our transfer learning approach was particularly effective. With a weighted average F1 score

of 0.85, our model outperforms alternative methods of issue classification such as dictionary

methods in terms of accuracy (Gessler and Hunger  2022 ). Full details of the training data

used, as well as the optimised hyperparameters and validation of the model, are available in

 Appendix A  . 
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After classifying each press release, we measured the salience of climate change for radical

right-wing parties as a proportion of the total number of press releases issued. These “attention

proportions” are made at monthly time intervals. This process allows us to compare the

levels of attention a given party family designates to climate-related issues while taking into

consideration differences in the frequency with which different parties distribute press releases.

Measuring attention as a proportion is important both empirically and theoretically because

attention to a given issue must always be a subset of attention to all issues (Baumgartner and

Jones  2010 ).

Attention to the environment by radical right-wing parties is presented in  Figure 1 . The

figure suggests that radical right-wing parties have mostly lagged other party families over

the last decade. However, a shift occurred around the start of the COVID-19 pandemic in

which parties reduced their attention to the environment, likely re-directing to COVID-19

related matters. Following the pandemic, however, parties re-adjusted their focus on climate.

Emerging from the pandemic, radical right-wing parties appear to outpace the other party

families (except Green/Ecologist parties) in producing press releases in which climate change

and environmental issues are a key focus. At the end of 2023, nearly 1 in 6 press releases from

2. Full details of the training data used in the model is available in  Appendix A .
3. The full Comparative Agendas Project codebook is available at the following:

 https://www.comparativeagendas.net/pages/master-codebook .
4. The final model is publicly available on  Hugging Face .
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radical right-wing parties were on climate change, which positioned these parties ahead of all

other party families except green parties.

This also suggests that radical right-wing parties view it in their strategic interests to raise

attention to climate related issues, which is in line with our first hypothesis capturing wedge

issue mobilisation.

Figure 1: Attention to the Environment by Party Family

Note: Attention is measured as the monthly proportion of press releases that address the environment. Atten-
tion is smoothed using lowess smoothing. Attention by country and party family is available in  Appendix F .

3.2 Positioning

Although we identify an increase in attention to climate related issues from radical right-wing

parties, this increase in salience alone does constitute a wedge issue strategy. Indeed, the

mobilisation of a wedge issue requires adopting adversarial positions on issues that otherwise

enjoy widespread consensus (De Vries and Hobolt  2020 ; Bischof  2017 ), which is what we expect

from radical right-wing parties on climate change. Consequently, we now shift the focus of our

analysis to the programmatic policy stances articulated by radical right-wing parties in press

releases related to climate change.
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Differing methodologically from the previous analysis where the aim was to classify the press

releases into specific issue categories, here we wish to identify both the primary policy and the

policy stance of the party in each press release. For this task, we turned to sequence-to-sequence

text generation, which is a natural language processing technique that uses embeddings and a

neural network to generate text based on a given input ( Lewis et al.  2019 ). Unlike classification

models, which are trained to predict pre-defined label for a given input, sequence-to-sequence

models are trained to predict a sequence of labels (outputs) for a given input. The resulting

output is therefore a much shorter sequence that can capture the primary dimensions of the

longer input sequence when trained properly. This type of model is common in summarisation

tasks, such as reducing a long document into a shorter summary while retaining its primary

features (Liu et al.  2023 ).

Despite the potential of sequence-to-sequence models for our specific task, training such a

model requires significant training data consisting of concise summaries of the press releases.

To generate the necessary training data, we relied on the generative capacity of GPT-3.5,

which is the language model underlying OpenAI’s popular ChatGPT ( OpenAI  2023 ). We

prompted GPT-3.5 to generate a summary of each press release with instructions to provide

the primary issue and the position taken on the issue. After generating a training dataset of

6k press release–summary pairs using the GPT-3.5 API, we manually reviewed the summaries

and made necessary edits. 

5
 

Armed with a training data set of 6k pairs of press releases and summaries, we then fine-

tuned a pre-trained BART model on the generated training data. The BART base model is

similar to the BERT model used in the previous analysis, but instead relies on a bidirectional

encoder and an autoregressive (GPT-like) decoder ( Lewis et al.   2019 ). One of the big advantages

of training such a model is that it serves not only the purpose of summarising the press releases,

but it also operates as a translation model. Because we trained the model on summaries in

5. Edits were often minor and therefore it would likely be possible to simply use GPT-3.5 to provide summaries
of all the press releases instead of training our own model, which would also take significantly less effort. Indeed,
recent research suggests that GPT-4 may even outperform graduate students at annotation tasks (Gilardi,
Alizadeh, and Kubli  2023 ). However, we trained our own model for several reasons. The GPT-3.5 API takes
10+ seconds to summarise each press release because of the model’s size and the completion of the API request
with a pre-prompt. Smaller models, such as the one we trained, are able to make local inferences much faster,
making them more efficient for our task. GPT-3.5 is also a paid API. Although the costs associated with GPT-
3.5 are low, researchers would have to pay for each summary generated. Finally, in line with our commitment
to open science, we wanted to create a model that could be made publicly available to other researchers who
may not have the resources to pay for model access. The model is publicly available on  Hugging Face .
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English, the outputs of the model are also in English, which makes this application especially

valuable in multilingual contexts.

Although there are no formal metrics for evaluating the performance of sequence-to-sequence

models that are specific to our task of summarising press releases, 

6
 we evaluated the performance

of the model qualitatively by comparing the generated summaries to the original press releases.

Below, we demonstrate an example of the model’s output based on a Swiss People’s Party

press release about renewable wind energy. The original press release is passed to the model in

German and the model’s exact output is provided below. 

7
 

The primary issue addressed in this press release is the use of renewable energy

sources, specifically wind turbines and solar panels. The party, SVP, is against the

government’s energy strategy 2050, which focuses on phasing out nuclear power in

the medium term, and the proposed electricity guzzler law (climate law). They

argue that the government is deceiving the population by claiming that a secure

power supply can be achieved solely with sun, wind, and water, while simultaneously

implementing laws that would make it difficult to drive and heat with electricity.

The generated summary captures the primary policy issue addressed in the press release,

the party’s position on the issue, and a short summary that provides additional information

about the press release.

After qualitatively evaluating the model’s performance, we used the fine-tuned model to

generate summaries for all press releases that address the environment or energy, which were

identified in the previous analysis with the classification model. In order to then provide

a high-level understanding of the positions of radical right-wing parties on climate change

compared to other party families, we reduce the issue-position pairs to a single dimension by

differentiating between whether an addressed policy issue is intended to reduce climate change

and its consequences, it is neutral, or it opposes a climate policy meant to reduce climate

change and its consequences (respectively: 1, 0, -1). We aggregate these measures to a six-

month interval.

6. General summarisation validation methods often rely on the ROUGE evaluation score (Lin  2004 ). Al-
though this score is not directly applicable to our specific task, we provide ROUGE metrics in  Appendix E .

7. Capitalisation was added in the example. The full press release is available at the  following link  . We also
provide additional examples in  Appendix E .
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The result, presented in  Figure 2 , can be interpreted as the extent to which parties (ag-

gregated into party families) advance positions for or against climate change policies in their

press releases. For example, a party family with 100% policy support indicates that every

press release that addresses climate- or environment-related issues expresses support for the

pro-climate position. In contrast, a party family with -100% support would indicate that all

press releases addressing climate- or environment-related issues express opposition to the pro-

climate position. Although this measure cannot capture a party’s position when the party does

not share its position via press releases, it portrays the ways in which parties wish to position

themselves to the public via press releases.

Figure 2: Party positions on climate change by party family

Note: Policy support measured at a 6-month time interval by taking the mean value of the press release policy
position. Press releases where nuclear energy is the main focus are not included in the figure but can be found
in  Figure A3 in  Appendix G .

 Figure 2 indicates a clear separation between the climate policy positions of radical right-

wing parties’ in relation to other party families. Moreover, it appears that radical right-wing

parties have increasingly taken an adversarial position on climate change policies since 2014.

Whereas mainstream party families have remained relatively stable and likely increased in

positioning on climate policy, radical right-wing parties stand in stark contrast, departing
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significantly from the other mainstream party families.

This is in line with our argument that the radical right takes advantage of the high levels

of congruence on climate change, and the increasing salience of the issue, by adopting an

adversarial position. Whereas mainstream parties – as well as green parties – are in close

congruence on emphasising support for climate change policies, radical right-wing parties are

not only incongruent with these parties, they have become less congruent and more oppositional

since 2010, in line with our second hypothesis of wedge issue competition.

4 Mobilising Climate Policy Scepticism

The analysis of salience and positions taken by radical right-wing parties in relation to other

party families suggest that the radical right has increasingly diverged from the mainstream by

taking adversarial positions on climate change policies. However, without a group of voters

who are sceptical of climate change policies, radical right-wing parties’ strategies will fall on

deaf ears, limiting the mobilisation capacity of these parties on the issue and diminishing its

potential appeal as a wedge issue. We therefore focus on the third pillar of our argument, which

requires mobilisation capacity in order for parties to advance a wedge issue strategy.

In this section, we turn to examining the mobilising potential of climate policy scepticism as

a wedge issue. We first show that a significant portion of voters who currently do not support

radical right-wing parties are indeed sceptical of climate change policies. The extent to which

radical right-wing parties can drive a wedge between mainstream parties and their supporters

on climate change policies is contingent upon whether there is a group of mainstream party

voters who oppose mainstream climate change policies. According to the literature on wedge

issue competition, challenger parties can attract voters by adopting a position on an issue that

is different from that of mainstream parties but shared by a significant proportion of their

voters (Hillygus and Shields  2009 ; Jeong et al.  2011 ; van de Wardt, De Vries, and Hobolt  2014 ;

De Vries and Hobolt  2020 ).

Relying on cross-national survey data from the European Social Survey (ESS), we first

consider the attitudes of voters towards climate change policies by country and previous vote

choice. We are not interested in ‘climate change scepticism’ as such (e.g. is climate change real?

Is it man-made?), which is not a consistent part of the radical right-wing agenda in Europe,
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as previous research has shown (Forchtner and Lubarda  2022 ), but rather in negative attitudes

toward the policies designed to combat climate change, which we refer to as ‘climate policy

scepticism’. The ESS is a biennial survey of individuals across Europe that covers a wide range

of topics, including attitudes toward climate change and climate change policies. To begin with,

we focus on responses from the 2016 ESS survey for two reasons: first, the survey asks a series

of policy questions about climate change attitudes. Second, it was around 2017 when there was

a notable increase in radical right-wing parties’ attention to climate change related issues (see

 Figure 1 ). Therefore, from a party strategic perspective, radical right-wing parties may have

developed their issue strategies – including on the issue of climate change – in part in response

to public attitudes around the time of 2016 ESS.

We analyse ESS data in the same countries that were the focus of our press release analy-

ses. 

8
 The 2016 ESS asked several questions about attitudes and beliefs about climate change,

however, only two questions specifically capture preferences for policies aimed at addressing

climate change. Namely, (1) whether voters support increasing taxes on fossil fuels to reduce

climate change, and (2) whether they support subsidising renewable energy to reduce climate

change. We use these two questions as they are the most direct measures of climate policy

scepticism.

For the analysis, we consider the distributions of voters who are opposed to the two afore-

mentioned policies according to their vote choice in the previous election. In order to contex-

tualise the results in a way that is comparable to the previous analyses, we reduce party vote

choice to the party’s associated party family. We classify parties according to party family

using data from ParlGov (Döring and Manow  2012 ).  Figure 3 and  Figure 4 present the climate

positions of voters according to vote choice and for the each of the two policies.

The results presented in  Figure 3 demonstrate significant opposition to fossil fuel taxes to

reduce climate change across all party families. Even nearly one-third of voters who typically

support green parties are either opposed or indifferent on the policy, and no mainstream party

family’s voters have a majority in support. This suggests that there is a significant proportion

of voters who are opposed to fossil fuel taxes to reduce climate change, and that such ‘climate

policy scepticism’ is far from limited to voters who already support radical right-wing parties.

However, the results for subsidising renewable energy to reduce climate change tell somewhat

8. With the exception of Denmark, which was not surveyed in the 2016 ESS.
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Figure 3: Support for increasing fossil fuel taxes to reduce climate change by party family
vote choice

Note: Associated voter party family measured with response to question asking respondents about the party
they supported in the previous election. Responses are aggregated over countries by party family and responses
are reduced to either “Support”, “Neither” and “Against”. Non-responses/missing values are excluded from
the analysis.

of a different story. Namely, that voters are largely supportive of the policy across all party

families. Not only does a majority of voters in every party family somewhat or strongly support

subsidising renewable energy, outright opposition to the policy peaks at 20 percent among

Conservative voters.

These descriptive data on voter attitudes have several implications for the likely success of

wedge issue competition on climate change. First, preferences for climate change policies do

not currently map neatly onto partisan support. This suggests that radical right-wing parties

can use the issue to drive a wedge between voters who typically vote for parties in other party

families, but who may be opposed to the consensus view among mainstream parties on climate
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Figure 4: Support for subsidising renewable energy to reduce climate change by party family
vote choice

Note: Associated voter party family measured with response to question asking respondents about the party
they supported in the previous election. Responses are aggregated over countries by party family and responses
are reduced to either “Support”, “Neither” and “Against”. Non-responses/missing values are excluded from
the analysis.

policy. Second, no party family is entirely safe from losing voters to radical right-wing parties

on the issue of climate change. Even a non-trivial proportion of Green voters are opposed to

certain policies aimed at reducing climate change when they are framed in terms of an increase

in taxes.

Third, the framing of climate change policies matters to voters. While many voters are

opposed to increasing taxes on fossil fuels, they are generally much more open to subsidising

renewable energy. In line with the literature on wedge issues (Hillygus and Shields  2009 ; Jeong

et al.  2011 ; van de Wardt, De Vries, and Hobolt  2014 ), radical right-wing parties may be able

to attract voters who are unsure or opposed to climate change policies if they frame the issue
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in terms of increased costs or prices.

4.1 Does the radical right risk alienating its own base?

Our analysis of the distribution of climate policy sceptics across party family vote choice sug-

gests that radical right-wing parties may be able to attract voters from every party family, in

line with the argument of successful wedge issue competition. Yet, radical right-wing parties

could potentially alienate their own voters if a significant proportion of their support comes

from constituents with pro-climate policy views. We therefore supplement our analysis with

recent survey data from the UK and Germany, examining the pattern of voting behaviour

of both climate policy-sceptic and pro-climate policy voters, using the British Election Study

(BES) (Fieldhouse et al.,  British Election Study Internet Panel Waves 1-25  ) and the German

Longitudinal Election Study (GLES) ( GLES  2023 ). We focus on a classic question across both

election studies that explicitly asks about the trade-off between fighting climate change and

economic growth. This question forces respondents to consider the costs associated with com-

bating climate change, and therefore better captures the strength of commitment to climate

change policies. The question also differs from the previous questions examined on subsidising

renewables and fossil fuel taxes, both of which have shortcomings in assessing preferences for

climate change policies, because a positive view of subsidisation does not require personal costs,

while a question on fossil fuel tax may partly capture general opposition to further taxation.

Focusing on the latest survey waves in which voters were posed the climate change vs.

economic growth question (GLES Wave 15 (2021) & BES Wave 25 (2023)),  Figure 5 and

 Figure 6 present the distribution of vote choice according to individuals who prioritised either

climate change policy or economic growth. Notably, the overwhelming majority of radical right-

wing supporters report preferences for economic growth at the expense of combating climate

change. In both countries, there is thus limited risk of an adversarial strategy on climate change

policy alienating pro-climate voters of the populist right.

Despite more than a third of the electorate in both countries expressing scepticism in cli-

mate change policies, no mainstream parties represent these views in the same way as the

radical right, as shown in the previous section. Radical right-wing parties may therefore expect

electoral gains from voters who are mobilised by climate policies, with only minimal costs as-
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Figure 5: Climate Policy scepticism and Vote Choice in the UK

Note: British Election Study, Wave 25 (Fieldhouse et al.,  British Election Study Internet Panel Waves 1-25 ).
Data do not include Regional parties (e.g. SNP/Plaid Cymru) or respondents who do not intend to vote.
Climate Policy Scepticism (0-4) vs Pro-Climate Policy (6-10).

sociated with alienating their pro-climate voters who make up only a small proportion of their

coalition. In contrast to radical right-wing parties, mainstream parties have the potential to

alienate significant swathes of their current voters by changing positions on climate change, as

 Figure 5 and  Figure 6 suggest that even center-right parties like the UK Conservatives and the

CDU/CSU get nearly half their support from voters with pro-climate views. For other parties,

that proportion is even higher. Consequently, the decision to oppose the mainstream climate

policy consensus is much clearer for radical right-wing parties in relation to other parties who

stand to lose a significant proportion of their own voters.

4.2 Who are the vote switchers?

Narrowing in on panel data from the British Election Study, we examine the makeup of the

vote switchers from mainstream parties to the radical right. Although many of election studies

available rely on cross-sectional data, the BES includes a repeated true panel that allows for

examining the composition of radical right-wing supporters according to their climate change

policy positions. Using the same operationalisation as the previous analysis,  Figure 7 presents
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Figure 6: Climate Policy scepticism and Vote Choice in Germany

Note: German Longitudinal Election Study, Wave 15 (  GLES  2023 ). Data do not include voters who select
’other party’. Climate Policy Septic (5-7) vs Pro-Climate Policy (1-3).

party vote choice in May 2020 (wave 20) and May 2023 (wave 25), with climate policy sceptics

identified in red and pro-climate policy respondents in green.

The figure suggests first that a large proportion to radical right-wing supporters were Con-

servative Party supporters in 2020. Of the voters who switched from the Conservative Party,

the vast majority are sceptical of climate policies. Indeed, the radical right ‘stole’ more cli-

mate sceptic voters from the Conservative Party than it retained among its existing supporters

between 2020 and 2023.

These findings illustrate that by increasing the salience of climate change policy, as well as

taking an adversarial position, parties can exploit cracks in existing coalitions by advancing a

wedge issue strategy. However, such a strategy also requires that a sizeable proportion of the

electorate also supports such policies. We have shown this to be the case with the radical right

and climate change policy. In  Figure 3 and  Figure 4 , we showed that there is indeed a proportion

of the electorate that is sceptical of climate policies. Although voters are more supportive

of subsidising renewable energy, a significant proportion of voters across the party political

spectrum are opposed to fossil fuel taxes to reduce harmful emissions. These findings are in
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Figure 7: Climate Policy scepticism and Vote Switching in the UK

Note: British Election Study, Wave 20 and 25 (Fieldhouse et al.,  British Election Study Internet Panel Waves
1-25 ). Data do not include Regional parties (e.g. SNP/Plaid Cymru) or respondents who do not intend to vote.
Climate Policy Scepticism (0-4) vs Pro-Climate Policy (6-10). Variable measured at Wave 20.

line with the third pillar of our argument on wedge issues and suggest considerable mobilising

potential – especially if the radical right can frame the climate change debate in terms of costs

to voters. By focusing on the UK and Germany, we have further shown that there is only

limited risk to the radical right in advancing its wedge issue strategy in terms of fracturing

its own coalition. In both countries, the vast majority of the radical right’s base shares their

party’s scepticism of climate change policies. In contrast, other parties – especially the centre

right CDU/CSU and the UK Conservatives – are tasked with holding together coalitions that

consist of both pro-climate policy and climate policy sceptic voters. This can prove challenging

for these parties, which is demonstrated in  Figure 7 in which the vast majority of the radical

right’s support in the UK comes from climate policy sceptic individuals who supported the

Conservative Party in 2020.
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5 Conclusion

In recent decades, challenger parties – such as radical right-wing parties and green parties –

have siphoned off mainstream party voters through strategic issue emphasis and positioning

on key wedge issues that are salient to certain voters (De Vries and Hobolt  2020 ). Radical

right-wing parties across Europe have been particularly effective in applying this template to

the issue of immigration (Mudde  2007 ; Rydgren  2008 ; Gessler and Hunger  2022 ). Although

immigration remains a salient issue for the radical right, mainstream parties have shifted in

their stances, reducing the capacity of radical right wing parties to differentiate themselves

on the issue (Abou-Chadi  2016 ; Abou-Chadi and Krause  2020 ; Dahlström and Sundell  2012 ;

Haas et al.  2023 ; Hutter and Kriesi  2022 ). As the radical right seeks to broaden its issue

appeal, climate change policies present a unique opportunity as a wedge issue, reminiscent

of immigration in the 1990s and 2000s. Similar to the broadly pro-immigration (and pro-

European) congruence that existed among many mainstream parties, there is consensus across

European party families in support for policies to combat climate change. Importantly, however,

there is a sizeable proportion of mainstream party voters who are more sceptical of these policies,

in particular those that require sacrifices among citizens (such as green taxes). We argue that

this mainstream consensus combined with the division in public opinion presents an opportunity

for radical right-wing parties to politicise climate change as a wedge issue.

This paper develops and empirically investigates this argument. In doing so, we make four

key contributions to the literature on issue competition and the politicisation of climate change.

First, we develop the wedge issue competition argument and apply it to issues previously owned

by other party families. Rather than treating issue competition as fairly static, we argue that

it is inherently dynamic in nature and that a broad mainstream consensus allows a challenger

party to mobilise a wedge issue – even when it is traditionally associated with another party

family – by adopting a distinctly adversarial strategy.

Second, we apply this wedge issue argument to the radical right and climate change, pro-

viding novel evidence of increasing salience and adversarial stances on climate change policies

in the rhetoric of the radical right. We document that radical right-wing parties increased their

emphasis on climate change since 2010 and dramatically so since 2020, now only trailing green

parties. Furthermore, we show that the radical right has increasingly taken more adversarial
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stances on climate related policies, challenging the mainstream party consensus on the various

measures intended to alleviate the climate crisis.

Third, our paper illustrates that the radical right’s wedge issue strategy has mobilising

potential with voters. We show that voters who are sceptical about costly climate change

policies are not clustered within a single party family, but can be found across the political

spectrum. This suggests that radical right-wing parties can use climate change to drive a wedge

between voters and mainstream parties. We provide further descriptive evidence that such a

strategy comes with limited costs for the radical right, as the vast majority of its base expresses

sceptical views of climate policy. Moreover, we demonstrate that climate policy sceptic voters

are far more likely to abandon the mainstream right in favour of the radical right in the case

of Britain.

Finally, we contribute methodologically to the comparative study of party competition by

creating two state-of-the-art large language models that enable us to measure the issue-specific

salience and positioning of parties using their press releases. These LLMs also allow for both

the replication of our analysis in this article as well as numerous cross-domain applications to

the study of political text by other researchers.

While this paper does not directly test whether this wedge issue strategy will indeed be elec-

torally successful, the evidence it presents still has implications for the politics of climate change.

Importantly, it suggests that the climate change issue is likely to become more politicised, es-

pecially through the efforts of challengers on the radical right that will seize the opportunity to

mobilise voters by opposing climate changes policies. How this will affect actual policy-making

efforts to address climate change and reach Net Zero targets will depend not just on how public

attitudes develop, but also on the responses of mainstream parties to the challenges from the

radical right. Several studies of wedge issue competition on the issue of immigration have shown

that mainstream parties have often responded to the anti-immigration rhetoric of the radical

right with strategy of accommodation (Abou-Chadi  2016 ; Spoon and Klüver  2020 ; Hjorth and

Larsen  2022 ; Krause, Cohen, and Abou-Chadi  2023 ). A similar response to this most recent

challenge by the radical right could have grave consequences for governments’ willingness to

take difficult decisions to respond effectively to climate change.
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A Language Model and Training Data

For cross-domain classification of party press releases, we trained a BERT multilingual model

( Devlin et al.  2019 ) on several sources of text that were previously annotated according to the

Comparative Agendas Project codebook. More information on the codebook can be found on

the  Comparative Agendas Website .

The BERT multilingual model is pre-trained on 104 languages using internet data and can

then be optimized by fine-tuning an additional layer for a specific task. We use this model as

our base model and then further fine tune the model for classification according to the CAP

scheme found on the CAP website (above). We rely on a variant of cross-domain classification

methods for training and inference (Osnabrügge, Ash, and Morelli  2023 ). Specifically, we rely

on a number of previously coded CAP data in alternative political formats and contexts in

multiple languages to train the model. An exhaustive list of the sources we use for training is

as follows.

• 37,786 UK Statutory Instruments: 1987 to 2008 (John et al.  2013 )

• 43,175 Spanish Parliamentary oral questions: 1977 to 2018 (Chaqués-Bonafont et al.  2015 )

• 109,900 Danish Parliamentary oral questions: 1953 to 2016 (Green-Pedersen  2018 )

• 11,500 Party Press Releases – Erfort et al. (Erfort, Stoetzer, and Klüver  2023 )

• 53,887 Sentences from German Political Party Manifestos: 1976 to 2005 (Breunig and
Schnatterer  2018 )

• 1,508 Dutch Oral questions: 2004–2009 (Jennings et al.  2011 )

• 1,167 Italian legislation Constitutional Court cases 1983–2013 (Rebessi and Zucchini  2018 )

• 1,951 Swiss German Federal Reports 1978–2008 (Baumgartner, Breunig, and Grossman
 2019 )

B Validation

We validated the model by annotating a test set of 4,720 press releases. These releases were

selected at random and held out of the training set. They were translated to English before

being annotated by the authors. F1 scores, as well as multi-class precision and recall and

weighted averages, are presented below.
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Table A1: Classification report

Class Precision Recall F1-score Support
0 0.72 0.83 0.77 211
1 0.82 0.77 0.79 242
2 0.82 0.86 0.84 251
3 0.92 0.89 0.90 228
4 0.81 0.85 0.83 220
5 0.90 0.93 0.91 244
6 0.87 0.87 0.87 230
7 0.92 0.88 0.90 251
8 0.94 0.90 0.92 237
9 0.87 0.88 0.87 263
10 0.70 0.88 0.78 189
11 0.90 0.81 0.85 248
12 0.87 0.90 0.88 222
13 0.76 0.72 0.74 255
14 0.84 0.84 0.84 241
15 0.92 0.79 0.85 276
16 0.95 0.90 0.92 258
17 0.71 0.82 0.76 200
18 0.77 0.73 0.75 215
19 0.92 0.91 0.92 239

Accuracy — 0.85 —

Macro Avg 0.85 0.85 0.85 4720
Weighted Avg 0.85 0.85 0.85 4720
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C Confusion Matrix for CAP classifier

Figure A1: Confusion Matrix
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D All parties in dataset

Table A2: Political parties in full dataset

Country Party name (English) Press releases Coverage Abbreviation

Austria Alliance for the Future of Austria 110 2019–2022 BZÖ

Austria Austrian People’s Party 6973 2010–2020 ÖVP

Austria Freedom Party of Austria 37452 2010–2022 FPÖ
Austria NEOS – The New Austria 7648 2013–2022 NEOS

Austria Social Democratic Party of Austria 20222 2010–2022 SPÖ
Austria The Greens 834 2012–2022 Die Grünen

Austria The Greens – The Green Alternative 9042 2010–2020 GRÜNE
Denmark Conservative Party 239 2016–2022 Konservative
Denmark Conservatives 70 2010–2022 Con
Denmark Danish Peoples Party 636 2010–2022 DF (O)
Denmark Danish Social Liberal Party 903 2014–2022 RV (B)
Denmark Liberal Party 548 2014–2022 V
Denmark New Right 494 2015–2022 NB
Denmark New-Liberal Alliance 226 2019–2022 LA (I)
Denmark Red-Green Alliance 2438 2010–2022 RG (Ø)
Denmark Social Democrats 254 2015–2022 SD (A)
Denmark Socialist Peoples Party 324 2018–2022 SF (F)
Denmark The Alternative 285 2013–2022 A (Å)
Germany Alliance 90 / Greens 8510 2010–2022 Greens
Germany Alternative for Germany 3952 2013–2022 AfD
Germany Christian Democratic Union 346 2019–2022 CDU
Germany CDU/CSU 6871 2010–2019 CDU/CSU
Germany Free Democratic Party 8932 2010–2022 FDP
Germany PDS — The Left 10971 2010–2022 Left
Germany Social Democratic Party of Germany 9371 2010–2022 SPD
Italy Brothers of Italy 1773 2012–2022 FdI
Italy North League 153 2018–2022 Lega
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Table A3: Political parties in full dataset, cont’d

Country Party name (English) Press releases Coverage

Netherlands Christian Democratic Appeal 3510 2010–2022 CDA
Netherlands ChristianUnion 1049 2016–2022 CU
Netherlands Democrats 66 1465 2012–2022 D66
Netherlands Forum for Democracy 135 2017–2022 FVD
Netherlands GreenLeft 6774 2010–2022 GL
Netherlands Labour Party 5071 2010–2022 Labour Party
Netherlands Party for Freedom 2009 2010–2022 PVV
Netherlands Party for the Animals 1586 2010–2022 PvdD
Netherlands People’s Party for Freedom and Democracy 119 2011–2022 VVD
Netherlands Political Reformed Party 3130 2012–2022 SGP
Netherlands Socialist Party 7570 2010–2022 SP
Spain Citizens – Party of the Citizenry 8220 2010–2022 Cs
Spain People’s Alliance-Party 13037 2010–2022 PP
Spain Spanish Socialist Workers Party 13573 2010–2022 PSOE
Spain Voice 650 2020–2022 VOX
Sweden Centre Party 1637 2013–2022 C
Sweden Christian Democrats 580 2015–2022 KD
Sweden Feminist Initiative 1060 2010–2022 Fi
Sweden Greens 1760 2010–2022 MP
Sweden Left Party (Communists) 807 2012–2022 V
Sweden Moderate Party 1107 2015–2022 M
Sweden People’s Party 2079 2013–2022 L
Sweden Social Democrats 817 2015–2022 SD (A)
Sweden Sweden Democrats 1191 2010–2022 SD
Switzerland Social Democratic Party of Switzerland 1043 2012–2022 SP
Switzerland Swiss People’s Party 1381 2010–2022 SVP
Switzerland The Liberals (Switzerland) 412 2012–2022 FDP/PRD
UK Conservatives 1567 2010–2022 Con
UK Democratic Unionist Party 4873 2012–2022 NaN
UK Green Party 4088 2010–2022 Greens
UK Labour 12019 2010–2021 Lab
UK Labour Party 438 2010–2022 Labour Party
UK Liberal Democrats 48 2022–2022 Liberals
UK Liberals 1169 2010–2016 Lib Dems
UK Plaid Cymru 2569 2010–2022 Plaid
UK Scottish National Party 5176 2010–2022 SNP
UK United Kingdom Independence Party 2775 2010–2022 UKIP
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E Sequence-to-Sequence Summarization Model

To identify the primary policy and the party’s position using the text in each press release, we

fine tune a large langauge model originally intended for sequence-to-sequence text generation

( Lewis et al.  2019 ). Such models effectively “summarize” text documents by identifying the

primary themes of the original text. Because our ambitions are specific in that we aim to extract

the main policy and the party’s position on that policy, we fine-tune the model in a supervised

fashion by providing training data that amounts to our desired summarization scheme.

To create the necessary training data, which included 6,000 text–summary pairs, we rely

on GPT-3.5 to identify the primary issue and the party’s position on the issue from the press

releases. GPT-3.5 is a generative large language model that performs various natural language

processing tasks, including question answering, summarization, and translation, at a human

level (  OpenAI  2023 ). In fact, recent findings from Gilardi, Alizadeh, and Kubli (  2023 ) indi-

cate that GPT-3.5 outperforms both MTurk and undergraduate research assistants in manual

annotation tasks involving text data.

The specific pre-prompt passed to the model with the press release text was as follows:

“I will give you a press release from a political party. I want you to identify the pri-

mary issue addressed in the text and the party’s position on the issue. The primary

issue is the main policy or topic addressed in the text. The party’s position is the

stance the party takes on the issue. Please also provide a 1-2 sentence summary of

the text. Please respond in English.”

The BART model was trained on a single A100 GPU for approximately 48 hours to optimize

the hyperparameters. The final model, trained on hyperparameters tuned to minimize loss,

achieves the following metrics:

Table A4: Training Results for final model

Epoch Training Loss Validation Loss Rouge1 Rouge2 Rougel Rougelsum Gen Len

1 1.346900 1.282463 51.838400 24.688400 35.403000 47.349500 110.053700

2 0.881100 1.276582 52.839900 25.789500 36.078200 48.389700 113.678900

3 0.506800 1.357525 52.232600 24.516900 34.953000 47.606200 118.659400

The optimal hyperparameters used to train the final model are as follows:
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• Learning rate: 2.858231122853614e-05

• Weigh decay rate: 0.0026473373000944858

• Epochs: 3

• Train/test split: 0.18

E.1 ROUGE Score

The Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation (ROUGE) score is a common metric

for evaluating sequence-to-sequence summarization models. The score is based on the similarity

between a set of reference documents and a collection of summary documents. Our specific

application is not to summarize the press releases per se, but rather to identify the policy posi-

tions articulated in the press releases and state the party’s position on the policy. Nonetheless,

we provide ROUGE scores below. We also provide several examples of the original press release

and the “summarized” output according to our fine-tuned model to give a sense of the desired

task and the model’s performance.

1. ROUGE 1: 0.14404146523597636

2. ROUGE 2’: 0.08046439894593797

3. ROUGE L’: 0.105556195882206,

4. ROUGE L sum’: 0.10818134547197411

E.2 English Example

The following example is from the UK Independence Party (UKIP). The press release, titled

“Energy Security & Net Zero”, was released on February 13, 2023. The original press release

is available at  https://www.ukip.org/energy-security-net-zero . Below the press release is the

output from our fine-tuned model. The model identifies the primary issue as “reducing pollution

from car use and achieving Net Zero” and the party’s position on the issue as “against”.

Press release text:
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Grant Shapps has been in government quite a long time and as well as being Deputy

Chairman of the Conservative Party he has also had the following appointments.

1. Minister for state for International Development, May 2015 till November 2015.

This department finds ways to throw taxpayers money at foreign governments.

2. Secretary of State for Transport, July 2019 till September 2022.

He used the Covid period to have towns in his constituency and elsewhere block

off through roads with planters making them into cul-de-sacs, to continue the war

against the motorist.

The justification was to encourage people to walk or cycle or use public transport

to reduce pollution from car use and ultimately save the planet. His action has just

speeded up the use of on-line shopping the decline of the high street.

3. Secretary of State for the Home office under Liz Truss 19-25 October 2022.

4. Secretary of State for Business, Energy, and Industrial Strategy, (BEIS).

This had an emphasis on building more wind farms which continued the decline in

granting licences and planning permissions for mining of coal, drilling for oil, and

included a moratorium for fracking for gas. Now we have to import these things

at enormous expense, if they are available, and with the Russian gas turned off we

will need to import enormous amounts of Liquefied Natural Gas from the USA to

prevent gas rationing.

5. Rishi Sunak has done a mini reshuffle, a bit like tidying the deckchairs on Titanic

after it hit the iceberg, and he has now put the fox into the chicken run. Grant

Shapps has become Secretary of State for Energy Security and Net Zero. This is a

classic oxymoron, where words have conflicting meaning, such as ‘Army Intelligence’.

The quest for Net Zero with more renewables and less fossil fuels will increase energy

insecurity and unreliability and continue to drive up costs. The renewable industry

can never get rid of fossil fuels because the latter are always fully available at

maximum output 24/7/365. The renewable industry is in effect adding an additional

unreliable energy infrastructure that is unable to replace the previous reliable one.

All that does is waste taxpayers’ money, and it won’t save the planet.
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Coal produces less CO2 than woodchip and is required for heavy industry and

especially steel making, which is the most used metal for everything from tin cans,

domestic appliances, cars, ships, bridges etc. It cannot be economically made using

electricity at four times the real price. Why import coal when it is estimated we

have enough under the UK to last until at least 2400, and possibly till 2600AD.

Banning its use here just drives those industries overseas. The idiots have taken

over the asylum!

The new department is supposed to bring together all that is necessary to implement

the new drive towards Net Zero. Unfortunately, they have tied the hands of Grant

Shapps by making all planning decisions subject to the approval of Michael Gove

in the Levelling Up Department. You just couldn’t make this up!

Net Zero is not about the environment. It is about creating a world totalitarian

communist state, with a relatively small group of incredibly wealthy oligarchs, while

the rest of humanity has an equal share of the misery.

Model output:

The primary issue addressed in the text is the government’s approach to reducing

pollution from car use and achieving Net Zero. The party’s position on this issue is

against. The text criticizes the government for prioritizing more renewables and less

fossil fuels in their efforts to achieve this goal, arguing that it will increase energy

insecurity and reliability, drive up costs, and waste taxpayers’ money.

E.3 German Example

Although we fine-tuned our model to summarize press releases on the environment by training

it primarily on climate-related press releases, we found that the model performed better on

environmental posts specifically if it was also exposed to press releases that focused on different

issues as well. Below, we demonstrate the model’s summarization of a press release from the

AfD on May 19, 2023 on the issue of immigration. The press release is available in full at the

following  link .

Press release text:
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Die Ampel hat sich heute auf eine Reform des Einbürgerungsrechts geeinigt. Sie

wird ihren Entwurf in Kürze beschließen und danach in den Deutschen Bundestag

einbringen. Er sieht vor, dass Migranten zukünftig die deutsche Staatsangehörigkeit

bereits nach fünf Jahren und bei
”
besonderer Integrationsleistung“ sogar nach drei

Jahren erhalten können.

Dazu teilt Mariana Harder-Kühnel, stellvertretende Bundessprecherin der Alterna-

tive für Deutschland, mit:

”
Die Ampel unternimmt mit ihrem Entwurf den Versuch, durch Wellen von Blitz-

Einbürgerungen die Zahl der eigenen Wähler drastisch zu erhöhen, um unser Land

im Sinne linker Ideologen noch schneller in eine multikulturelle Gesellschaft zu

transformieren. Mit einer solchen Einbürgerungs-Reform würde sich unser Land

endgültig abschaffen.

Nur die AfD wendet sich mit allen rechtsstaatlichen Mitteln dagegen und betont:

Blitz-Einbürgerungen widersprechen deutschen Interessen und sind inakzeptabel.

Die Einbürgerung kann erst der krönende Abschluss einer gelungenen Integration

sein, und der deutsche Pass darf nicht an alle Welt verschenkt werden. Die Ein-

wanderung nach Deutschland muss vielmehr nach unseren Interessen begrenzt und

gesteuert werden!

Press release text translated to English:

The coalition government agreed today on a reform of the naturalization law. She

will soon decide on her draft and then submit it to the German Bundestag. It

envisages that migrants will in future be able to obtain German citizenship after

five years and even after three years in the case of ”special integration performance”.

Mariana Harder-Kühnel, deputy federal spokeswoman for the Alternative for Ger-

many, reports:

“With its draft, the traffic light tries to drastically increase the number of its own

voters through waves of lightning naturalizations in order to transform our country

even faster into a multicultural society in the sense of left-wing ideologues. With

such a naturalization reform, our country would finally abolish itself.
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Only the AfD opposes this with all legal means and emphasizes: Blitz naturaliza-

tions contradict German interests and are unacceptable. Naturalization can only be

the culmination of successful integration, and the German passport should not be

given away to the whole world. Rather, immigration to Germany must be limited

and controlled according to our interests!”

Model output:

Primary issue addressed: Reform of the Einbürgerungsrechtsrechten (immigration

rights) in Germany. The Party’s position on the issue: The Alternative für Deutsch-

land (AfD) is against the proposed reform, which would allow for migrants to in-

crease their citizenship and residence in Germany for up to five years and have the

“special integration rate” of three years for migrants with exceptional integration.

E.4 Swiss Example

Press release text:

Bereits heute haben wir zu wenig Strom. Künftig wird sich die Lage verschärfen.

Zum einen, weil die krachend gescheiterte Energiestrategie 2050 mittelfristig den

Ausstieg aus der Kernkraft vorsieht. Zum anderen würde eine Annahme des Stromfresser-

Gesetzes (Klimagesetz) am 18. Juni dazu führen, dass wir noch viel mehr Strom

benötigen, weil Autofahren und Heizen nur noch elektrisch möglich wären. Und mit

dem Mantelerlass (21.047 ≪Sichere Stromversorgung mit erneuerbaren Energien≫)

und dem sogenannten Windexpress (22.461 ≪Dringliches Gesetz zur Beschleunigung

von fortgeschrittenen Windparkprojekten und von grossen Vorhaben der Speicher-

wasserkraft≫) gaukelt die Mitte-Links-Mehrheit von Bundesrat und Parlament der

Bevölkerung vor, dass eine sichere Stromversorgung allein mit Sonne, Wind und

Wasser zu bewerkstelligen sei.

Das Gegenteil ist der Fall: Unsere Natur würde mit Windrädern und Solarpanels

komplett zugepflastert. Denn die Gesetze erlauben explizit Freiflächen-Solaranlagen,

ausser auf landwirtschaftlichen Flächen, undWindenergieanlagen inWäldern. Trotz-

dem hätten wir - vor allem in den dunklen, nebligen Wintermonaten - zu wenig

Strom.
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Stossend ist aus Sicht der SVP-Fraktion zudem, dass

die beiden Gesetze undemokratisch sind. Die betroffene Bevölkerung hat keine

Mitsprache mehr. Denn solange die Ziele des Bundesrats nicht erreicht sind, kann

er praktisch jedes Kraftwerk als ≪von nationalem Interesse≫ einstufen; eine So-

larpflicht für alle Parkplätze ab einer gewissen Fläche eingeführt werden soll; in-

effiziente Wind-, Solarkraftwerke gleichrangig wie alle anderen Interessen (Natur-

& Heimatschutz, Militär, Verkehr etc.) behandelt werden sollen; der Bund direkt

private Kraftwerke finanzieren soll. Die über eine neue
”
gleitende Marktprämie“,

die die bisherige Einspeisevergütung ersetzt. Oder mittels einer Einmalvergütung

des Investitionsbeitrages von 60%.

Press release text translated to English:

Already today we have too little electricity. The situation will get worse in the

future. On the one hand, because the Energy Strategy 2050, which failed so badly,

envisages phasing out nuclear power in the medium term. On the other hand, if the

electricity guzzler law (climate law) were passed on June 18, we would need much

more electricity because driving and heating would only be possible with electricity.

And with the general decree (21.047 “Secure power supply with renewable energies;;

) and the so-called Wind Express (22.461 “Urgent law to accelerate advanced wind

farm projects and large-scale storage hydropower projects”), the centre-left majority

of the Federal Council and Parliament are fooling the populationthat a secure power

supply can be achieved solely with sun, wind and water.

The opposite is the case: Our nature would be completely plastered over with

wind turbines and solar panels. Because the laws explicitly allow open space solar

systems, except on agricultural land, and wind turbines in forests. Nevertheless, we

would have too little electricity, especially in the dark, foggy winter months.

From the point of view of the SVP parliamentary group, it is also disturbing that

the two laws are undemocratic. The affected population no longer has a say. Because

as long as the goals of the Federal Council are not achieved, it can classify practically

every power plant as “of national interest”; a solar obligation is to be introduced
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for all parking spaces above a certain area; inefficient wind and solar power plants

should be treated equally with all other interests (nature and homeland protection,

military, traffic, etc.); the federal government should finance private power plants

directly. About a new “sliding market premium” that replaces the previous feed-in

tariff. Or by means of a one-time payment of the investment contribution of 60%.

Model output:

The primary issue addressed in this press release is the use of renewable energy

sources, specifically wind turbines and solar panels. The party, SVP, is against the

government’s energy strategy 2050, which focuses on phasing out nuclear power in

the medium term, and the proposed electricity guzzler law (climate law). They

argue that the government is deceiving the population by claiming that a secure

power supply can be achieved solely with sun, wind, and water, while simultaneously

implementing laws that would make it difficult to drive and heat with electricity.
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F Attention to Environment by Country

Figure A2: Attention to Environment by Party Family and Country
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G Party Positions on Climate Change by Party Family

The figure below is the same as  Figure 2 except for the inclusion of nuclear-focused policies.

Figure A3: Party positions on climate change by party family
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H Climate Policy Priorities of the Radical Right

Which environmental policies are important to RRW parties? Despite narrowing the primary

analysis to press releases that address the environment or energy, the press releases still cover a

wide range of issues. Therefore, in order to provide a descriptive account of the specific policies

that RRW parties emphasize, we further examined the environmental agendas of these parties

by identifying the specific policy issues that are emphasized in the press releases. Relying only

on the press release summaries of RRW parties on the environment and energy, we employ topic

modeling to identify the specific policies that RRW parties are most concerned with. Using

the summaries rather than the full press releases ensures that the topics place less emphasis

on the broad rhetorical framing within the press release text and instead highlights the narrow

policy emphasis of RRW parties. The summaries also alleviate the need for translating the

press releases to a common language. For our topic models, we use BERTopic (Grootendorst

 2022 ), which uses transformer-based language models to generate document embeddings and

then clusters the documents based on the embeddings. We use a minimum cluster size of 30

documents and reduce the model to the top-20 topics. The resulting topics are presented in

 Figure A4 .
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Figure A4: Topic Distributions in RRW Party Environmental Press Releases over Time

Note: Topic model is reduced to the top-20 topics. Each row presents the proportion of press releases associated
with a given topic (y-axis) in a given year (x-axis).

 Figure A4 presents the topic distributions for our model that was reduced to the top-20

topics using all environmental and energy focused press release summaries from RRW parties

since 2010. The figure suggests that RRW parties have focused on a wide range of environmental

issues, with a key focus on energy issues. Energy issues make up anywhere from 16–43%

of the yearly topic distributions of all press releases. Issues such as energy prices, nuclear

energy, and renewable energy all feature prominently. Additionally, RRW parties appear to

have increasingly focused on electric vehicles and emissions, which are likely issues on which
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they have taken oppositional positions.
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Figure A5: Susceptible voters to RRW parties’ climate change opposition

Note: Each row includes the proportion of respondents in country x responding with the associated column
value. Non-responses/missing values are excluded from the analysis.
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Figure A6: Susceptible voters to RRW parties’ climate change opposition

Note: Each row includes the proportion of respondents in country x responding with the associated column
value. Non-responses/missing values are excluded from the analysis.
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